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• *L’Art Subtil du Hex* ’77
• *Some remarks about a Hex problem...* ’81

*It would be nice to solve some Hex problem by using nontrivial theorems about combinatorial properties of sets.*
Berge puzzle: Black to play and win
Berge and the Art of Hex

mystery of the missing stone
(and other stories)

White to play and win
monophonic intervals

- node $v$ is dead if,
  for every completion of $G - v$,
  colour of $v$ does not change winner
- live iff not dead
- Theorem: live iff on terminal-terminal monophonic interval of reduced graph
- computing m. i. NP-hard (Fellows)
- dead nodes often simplicial
death has consequences

- $P$-captured set of nodes:
  adding $P$-stones doesn’t change game

- $P$-dominated set of nodes:
  some $P$-move in set $P$-captures the rest;
such a move is $P$-dominating;
$P$ can ignore all other moves into the set
dead cell analysis
A set $S$ of unoccupied nodes is

$P$-captured:

if $S$ is empty, or
for each opponent-move to $m$ in $S$

- $S - m$ is $P$-dominated, and
- filling $S - m$ with $P$-stones makes $m$ dead

$P$-dominated:

if $S$ is empty, or
there is some $P$-move to $m$ in $S$ so that

- $S - m$ is $P$-captured